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Un-protected old-growth forest in Pasvik

1.What is the Horseshoe of Fennoskandia?
• Its a more or less continously corridor of old-growth forests from southern
Finland/southeast Karealia to southern Norway/Sweden.

• It consists of four subparts that are connected as a whole. These four
subparts are although presented individually. In addition, it exists so called
transboundary zones, which are “green” corridors with mostly continuously
old-growth forests that stretch out from the Horseshoe.
• Old-growth forests dominate the Horseshoe while in the rest of Fennoscandia
culture forests dominate.
• It consist of both protected and unprotected old-growth forests.
• It includes a great variation of vegetationzones and foresttypes.
• It is of major importance in the implementation of the Nagaya goals

• It is of major importance for the preservation of old-growth forest species in
Norway, Sweden, Finland and probably also in some parts of Russia.

2. What is its (ecologial) function?
• It is a migrationzone east-west (since the last ice age), and the Fennoscandinavian countries
share therefore to a large extent the same flora and fauna as Russia (low level of endemism).
• It provides an exchange of species, individuals and genes to and forth in the Horseshoe.
For example certain birds are using different old-growth areas in the different countries/regions
during their life circle or during the year (for example different owl species).
• Provides accesbility and right quality habitats, and accessible whitin the Horseshoe, making
it possible for migrating birds and other organisms to find suitable habitats.
• The horseshoe to a large extent still produces a surplus of individuals of species (source
area-dynamic), securing that the Horseshoe in a long term can sustain old-growth forests
depended species.
• The horseshoe provides sink-areas with individuals.
• Due to climate change, the longtime survival of some species may be depending on
migration-zones where the Horseshoe`s north/south and east/west corridors can be crucial
for their long-time survivable.
• The outstanding natural beauty such intact old-growth forests offer are of severe importance
for the tourism industry. For example are many of the National parks in Fennoscandia located
in the Horseshoe.
• Reindeerherding are depending on old-growth forests especially in winter.

2.Which subparts does it consist off?
• Four subparts:
A:The Green belt of Fennoscandia
B:The forests of Finnish and Norwegian Lapland
C:The Mountain Taiga forests of Sweden
D: Lowland forests south of the mountain forests of Sweden/Norway

A. The Green belt of Fennoscandia
• Border zone between Finland/Russia/Norway still contain large areas
of old-growth forests. The Green belt of Fennoscandia stretches along
the whole 1340 km borderline between Finland and Russia and 70 km
along the Norwegian/Finnish/Russian borderline.
• It’s not totally continuous, but consist of several large and smaller
blocks of old-growth forests or several continuously corridors together
forming a lifeline for the many old-growth dependent species.
• Specially in Russia, it also includes (more) low altitude forests that
Scandinavia to a little extent have intact today.

From the proposed Spokoinyi nature reserve, south of the Kostamus
Strict Nature Reserve in Karelia, Russia.

Photo Olli Manninen.

B:The forests of Finnish and Norwegian Lapland
*In northern Finland and (and to a smaller level areas in Northern
Norway), there are large tracts of old-growth forests.

*These forests form a corridor from the Greenbelt in the east to the
Mountain taiga forest of Sweden. The Lapland forests consist of two
subparts, the reindeer forest of Inari-Enontekiöregion (including the
Anarjohka-area in Norway) and the wilderness areas of lower Forest
Lapland.
*This corridor is more or less continuous and a crucial bridge for oldgrowth dependent species linking the old-growth forests in Sweden to
their counterparts in Finland.
* From Pallas-Yllästunturi national park to the old-growth forests
reserves Pessinki and Särkitievat in Sweden, there are only 30
kilometers. In addition, there are unprotected old-growth forests east of
this.

B:The forests of Finnish and Norwegian Lapland

The old-growth forest of Lapland consist both of spruce
and pineforest, and often in a mixture.

Photo Olli Manninen.

C:The Mountain Taiga forests of Sweden
• The mountainchain from northern Norrbotten County to southern
Dalarna County.

• Bordering these mountains, there are a 1000 km long corridor with
still to a large extent continuously old-growth forests. T
• Largest natural forest ecosystem in Western Europe.
• Large areas of old-growth forests where clear-cut from 1950`s-1990.
Lower rate in clearcutting today but still many valuable areas are
threatened.
• Approximately 40% are pr. February 2013 protected, and additional
percentage will be added when the designated state owned forests
are protected during the following years.

The Mountain Taiga forests of Sweden

Drevfjällen NR in Dalarna are an important part of the
Mountain forest of Sweden.

Photo Sebastian Kirppu

D: Lowland forests south of the mountain forests of
Sweden/Norway
• The Scandinavian mountain forests end in border region of central Hedmark
County (Trysil commune), southern Dalarna County (Malung commune) in
Sweden.
• Relatively few old-growth forests left further south along the border, but with
some important exceptions. An interesting feature is the fact there are a
concentration of old-growth forests at or close to the border.

• Tresticklan national park in Sweden/Lundsneset nature reserve in Norway
which covers more than 5000 ha.
• All though this southern extension of the Horseshoe needs much restoration
besides protection of the remaining still not protected old-growth forests, it
represents a lifeline for species in southern Scandinavia depending on oldgrowth forests.

Lowland forests south of the mountain forests of
Sweden/Norway

Mires form often an important part of the Taiga ecosystem. From
Buberget, Våler commune (Stateowned), Hedmark county

4.How continuous and broad is the Horseshoe?
• In large tracts, the Horseshoe consists of old-growth forests that directly are linked together, making
it a singular area.
• In other parts, the areas do not form a continuously corridor but consist of individual areas that are
aggregated close to each other. The broadness varies from more than hundred kilometers to a
kilometer.
• To define the continuously and broadness of the Horseshoe, one has to take into account the
perspective the species using the Horseshoe has on these matters:
• -Still not all old-growth forests in the Horseshoe are mapped, meaning that the distance between
several areas are less than today known.
• -Where there are big old-growth forests in the Horseshoe, the area between the areas can be
longer. Large areas give better conditions for survival for old-growth forests species both inside and
outside the old-growth area, and such the distance between the areas defined as part of the
Horseshoe can be longer.
• -In regions where there are few old-growth forests, it is important to define the Horseshoe broader if
this mean one can include important old-growth forests into the definition of the Horseshoe, and
such making it more easy to protect them and safeguard its ecological importance of the Horseshoe.
• -The horseshoe also represent areas which today have no or little value where it’s essential and
highly adequate to restore old-growth forests, and such restore and connecting separate existing
areas together to form one continuously corridor. To restore areas within the Horseshoe should be in
priority for restoration of old-growth forests in the Nordic countries.

5. Key regions and examples of areas in need of protection
• I The old-growth forest of Pasvik (Norway). Location: Part of the Green Belt of
Fennoscandia

• Thee single largest old-growth forest massive in Norway and it consist
approximately 350 km2 of forest, mires and lakes.
• Most of the area are virgin-old-growth (no logging history at all) in Norway.
• The environmental authorities in Finnmark County have during 2009-2011
mapped most of the area (done by Asplan Viak). Conclusion: The forests are
unique in a national perspective and with international significance as a part
of the Green belt of Fennoscandia and the worlds intacte forests (>500 km2
areas).
• In addition to this single massive, one also find several other unprotected oldgrowth forests.
• >Half old-growth forests are unprotected.
• Borders the vast protected wilderness area of Vätsäri in Finland and Pasvik
nature reserve in Russia. Part of an intact forest landscape.

Un-protected old-growth forest in Pasvik

Mapping of un-protected old-growth
forest in Pasvik

Un-protected old-growth forest in Pasvik

II The wilderness areas of lower Forest Lapland
(Finland) . Location: Part of the forests of Finnish and Norwegian Lapland
• South of the Sámi homeland.
• 8 larger unprotected old-growth forests left. They all are state owned. These forests
have been thoroughly mapped by environmental organizations.
• Mostly bordering existing protected areas.
• Each area being thousands of hectares in size.
• In 2010, and after pressure from several NGOs, an agreement was reached between
Metsähallitus and the NGOs banning logging forever in 80% of the old-growth forests.
However, the best way to preserve the natural values is to designate these areas as
nature reserves. Not protected against mining and wind-mill projects.
• The remaining 4000-5000 ha have also important nature values, are partly already
logged or acute threatened by logging, and should also be taken out of timber
production.

The wilderness areas of lower Forest
Lapland

The wilderness areas of lower Forest Lapland
(Finland)

From the report Metsä-Lapin
suojelemattomat
metsäerämaat

Peurakaira, Sodankylä.
Photo Olli Manninen.

III The reindeer forest of Inari-Enontekiöregion
(Finland) Locacion: Part of The forests of Finnish and Norwegian Lapland
• Important corridor binding the Green belt together with the Mountain forests of Sweden

• Inari and Enontekiö communes are located in northernmost parts of Lapland and it is the two biggest
communes in Finland.
• Reindeerherding and tourism; the two by far most important employers in Inari are directly
dependent on the old forests.
• Several large, famous and protected areas exist; Urho Kekkonen, Lemmenjoki and PallasYllästunturi National Parks and Hammastunturi, Vätsäri and Muotkatunturi Wilderness areas.

• At least 45 000 hectares of unprotected old-growth forests in Enontekiö and Inari. Many of these
areas are situated next to present protected areas.
• Vast majority of the old-growth forests are owned by the Finnish State and managed by
Metsähallitus.
• In 2009, 16 000 ha of old forests in Nellim area, Inari were taken out of forestry operations for 20
years after an agreement between Metsähallitus and certain reindeer herders. In 2010 additional
27 000 ha in the same area where taken out of logging operations for 20 years.
• However some thousand hectares of old-growth forests where not included in the agreements, and
these are already logged or in danger of being logged. All the Finland’s four large Intact Forest
Landscapes are situated at least partly in Inari commune.
Reindeer forest of Inari-Enontekiöregion

Reindeer forest of InariEnontekiöregion

The reindeer forest of Inari-Enontekiöregion (Finland)
•
•

Old-growth pine forests
Haippakotavaara in Inari. Photo Olli
Manninen.

IV The old-growth savanna forest of Anarjohka (Norway).
Location: Part of the forests of Lapland.
• Bordering Lemmenjoki national park in Finland which again borders Hammastunturi wilderness area.
• Importance to the Horseshoe due to its size and large continuous areas of old-growth forests.
• A part of one of the World’s Intact forest landscapes.
• The majority of these forests have low productivity or is dominated with birch, but also relative large
tracts of old-growth forests which have not been influenced by logging or only old low-intensive
selective loggings, and have therefore significant nature value.
• Old pine forest on sandy ground is also found in the area (probably the biggest in Norway, which is a
very important and rare forest type with several specialized species.
• Large quantities of red listed species, including species that are not known from other places in
Norway and species that in the world have only 1-2 other findings. The area is defined as
international valuable. The area is in a process to perhaps be included in the enlargement of the
existing national park, but by February 2013 it is uncertain if all the valuable areas will be protected,
due to the politicians fear to make decisions that are in conflict with the forest owner
Finnmarkseiendommen (www.fefo.no) and local interests that don’t want regulations on
snowmobile-traffic.
• The reindeer-herders are in favor for the protection of the old-growth forests that are important
winter-grazing land.

Savanna forest of Anarjohka

savanna forest of Anarjohka

From the proposed enlargement of the
park. The Basevuovdi-area.

V Karats-Råvvåive wilderness in Norrbotten (Sweden).
Location. The Taiga mountain forests of Sweden
• >10 000 ha of continuous old-growth forest, and it is located in the
municipality of Jokkmokk in Norrbotten County bordering protected areas.

• Forest-commone owned (semi-private).
• The forests along the Swedish mountain range is the largest continuous oldgrowth forest in western Europe, and the protection of Karats-Råvvåive are
therefore of significance not only in a regional context, but also in an
international.

• Karats-Råvvåive is acute threatened by loggings, and SCA have already
conducted several clear-cuttings in 2009.
• Swedish regional environmental authorities lack funding's or compensation
forest (“bytesmark”) to protect the area.
• Plans for windmill-exploatation also threaten the area.

Karats-Råvvåive

Karats-Råvvåive

Karats-Råvvåive is an important part of
the continuous mountain forest of
Sweden. Photo Frédéric Forsmark.

Transboundary zones
• In some regions of the Horseshoe, there are smaller corridors of oldgrowth forests going like arrows out from it. These are defined as so
called transboundary zones. They are considered to form the lifelines
of biodiversity that not only maintain but also hopefully later on restore
impoverished forest nature further away from the Horseshoe.
• So far identifies transboundary zones are:
• In Finland no areas identified so fare.
• Øvre Piteälven-Krutberget in Norrbotten, Sweden
• Långfjellet (Dalarna) - Digerberget (Gävleborg), Sweden
• Skjækerfjella-Høgmannen in Nord-Trøndelag County, Norway

• Drevdalen-Furuberget NR, Hedmark County, Norway

Transboundary zones

Øvre Piteälven-Krutberget in
Norrbotten, Sweden

Øvre Piteälven-Krutberget in
Norrbotten, Sweden. Photo Olli
Manninen.

Långfjellet (Dalarna) - Digerberget
(Gävleborg), Sweden

Långfjellet (Dalarna) - Digerberget
(Gävleborg), Sweden. Stora Korpimäki
NR Photo Sebastian Kirppu

Skjækerfjella-Høgmannen in Nord-Trøndelag
County and Jämtland, Sweden

Skjækerfjall-Høgmannen area, Steinkjer
commune Nord-Trøndelag

Drevdalen-Furuberget NR, Hedmark
County, Norway

Drevdalen-Furuberget NR, Hedmark
County, Norway. Foto Tom Hofton

Futher work and emphasis
• All known old-growth forests and other High Conservation Value forest
whitin the Horseshoe should be protected making the Horseshoe a
backbone for old-growth forest dependent species in Fennoscandia.
• The environmental authorities at national and regional level in the
respective countries should initiate a cooperation to further focus on the
documentation and protection of the Horseshoe and its biological
significance.

• A fullscale inventory of the remaining old-growth forests in the Horseshoe
should be done to clarify their future protection status.
• A future work for BPAN?
• The Horseshoe-report can soon be downloaded from
www.nordicforests.org and will also be mailed to the participants of this
conference

